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Abstract

Computationally complex and data intensive atomic
scale biomolecular simulation is enabled via Processing in
Network Storage (PINS): a novel distributed system frame-
work to overcome bandwidth, compute, storage, and secu-
rity challenges inherent to the wide area computation and
storage grid. High throughput data generation require-
ments for our scientific target are overcome through novel
aggregate bandwidth capabilities. Biomolecular simula-
tion methods are correlated with the client tools, hybrid
database/file server (GEMS), computation engine (Con-
dor), virtual file system adapter (Parrot), and local file
servers (Chirp). PINS performance is reported for the path
sampling of a solvated protein domain requiring over 1000
simulations with total output data generation on the order
of 1TB.

1 Introduction

Computationally complex and highly parallel biomolec-
ular sampling methods such as Folding@home [8] have
been successfully mapped to grid resources in order to over-
come computational resource limitations of individual sim-
ulation scientists. However grid characteristics such as
heterogeneous resources (compute, storage, network), au-
tonomous owners, and segmented organizational authenti-
cation present special challenges for the efficient production
and management of large data sets. Our study of molecu-
lar transition paths, requiring the generation of nearly 1000
trajectories, will be enabled by the use of grid computation
only when coupled with an efficient grid storage framework.
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We first introduce our target scientific application of
atomic scale biomolecular simulation, specifically, path
sampling of the WW protein domain. We then present the
Processing In Network Storage (PINS) model which effi-
ciently maps molecular path sampling to the grid, allow-
ing high throughput data creation. Our implementation of
the framework is described, followed by a discussion of the
improved simulation scalability through reduction of band-
width consumption. Current path sampling statistics are
presented and we conclude with a short discussion of the
novel PINS capabilities in a brief review of related work.

2 Protein Domain Simulation

Atomic scale biomolecular simulation based on molecu-
lar dynamics is the primary scientific application for the cur-
rent phase of PINS development. This simulation method
has already proven to be a crucial tool in the revelation of
fundamental protein, nucleic acid, and cell boundary prop-
erties. A promising future holds hope for longer time scale
analysis enabled through computational advances in archi-
tecture and algorithms [12, 17, 10]. Two areas of intense re-
search in the field are biomolecular sampling and path iden-
tification [24, 6, 2, 15, 4, 7]. Both are computation and data
intensive since they involve long trajectories with expensive
inter-atomic force computation per step. In this work we
present grid distributed path identification simulations of a
protein domain.

The protein under analysis is the WW protein domain of
the PIN1 enzyme. The PIN1 enzyme binds to a subset of
proteins, playing a role in the regulation of their function.
Most notably the up-regulation of PIN1 may be involved in
certain cancers, and the down-regulation may be involved in
Alzheimer’s disease [14]. Similar WW domains are found
as components of many larger proteins and participate in
binding reactions affecting protein regulation of a variety



Figure 1. WW Domain with ARG12 shown.
PDB ID 1I6C. Six residues have been trun-
cated off the flexible linker end. [1, 25, 11]

of functions [19]. We are studying the motion and rates of
the domain’s recognition loop (Figure 1). The test system
for simulation consists of an explicitly solvated 551 atom
domain with 1469 TIP3P water molecules for a total size of
4958 atoms.

2.1 Path Sampling

The target of these biomolecular simulations is to iden-
tify a highly probable path of motion along a given set of
reaction coordinates, and estimate the respective rates of
this motion. To define a path, we focus on the motion of
the Arg12 residue(amino acid cf. Figure 1) from its po-
sition in the WW domain’s unbound configuration to that
of the bound. The path is sampled using the Transition
Path Sampling (TPS) method [4] which involves the iter-
ative trial of numerous paths (molecular dynamics trajecto-
ries) to obtain a representative ensemble of possible paths.
The method targets rare event (rapid but infrequent) transi-
tion paths which may be sampled via numerous short sim-
ulations as opposed to fewer long simulations. Depending
on the specific path and length of trial trajectories 50 to 90
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Figure 2. Abstract Simulation Control.

percent of the trajectories may fail. To generate a set of 100
accepted trajectories we expect to run approximately 1000
trials. Post processing is performed on the accepted path en-
semble to determine the most probable path, estimate rates,
and determine transition points.

3 PINS Framework

The PINS framework is built upon the close integra-
tion of multiple independent software components designed
to provide client interface, file management, computation
management, storage resource access, compute resource
access, and secure authentication over the heterogeneous
wide area computational grid. A scientist can directly har-
ness these components, according to their respective APIs,
through their scripting language of choice. The simulation
execution is controlled via an interactive client side script
and an ‘in network’ PINS script. A simple abstraction of
the control script is shown in Figure 2. Fully detailed ex-
ample scripts specific to the molecular simulation reported
here are available online 1.

Figure 3 provides a high level overview of the com-
ponents and functionality. A data generation computation
(molecular dynamics) is matched with a computation re-
source followed by the storage of the data in the grid.
A subsequent data analysis computation locates the stored
files and automatically selects the available computation re-
source within the closest proximity. Bandwidth utilization
to the remote client is reduced to communication with Con-
dor daemons and the small output files from post process-
ing the large ’in grid’ data sets. To make this abstract rep-
resentation more concrete we describe the following core
components utilized in our PINS implementation. Note that
the scientist’s interface with each of these components is
through his or her chosen scripting language and the major-
ity of underlying functionality behind the component inter-
faces is abstracted to allow focus on implementation of the

1http://gipse.cse.nd.edu/GEMS
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Figure 3. PINS enabled simulation on heterogeneous resources in the wide area

simulation algorithm.

• File Management
File management is enabled via the Grid En-
abled Molecular Simulation (GEMS) hybrid file sys-
tem/database [26]. GEMS provides client tools to
store, query, and retrieve data over heterogeneous and
autonomous storage resources. The GEMS server ef-
ficiently manages replicated files and their associated
metadata to provide fault-tolerant large-capacity stor-
age [28]. The GEMS client tools can be run on the
scientist’s host machine or, as in the PINS framework,
called as part of the remote computation thus handling
file movement and access within the grid distributed
resources.

• Storage Access
The heterogeneous and autonomous storage resources
are made available by the Chirp file server [22] which
provides secure authenticated access to files residing in
space allocated by the storage owner through the user
level installation of a Chirp server. Remote access to
the distributed files is enabled by the Parrot personal
file system adapter [23] which allows applications to
utilize the remote files directly without modification.

• Work flow Management and Matchmaking
Grid distributed compute resources are matched and
authenticated to our simulation processes through the
Condor [13] grid engine. PINS scripts which manage
the storage and computation in a fault tolerant man-
ner are executed as Condor jobs. Intermittent job fail-

ures resulting from inherent resource faults are over-
come through automatic restarts from the last regularly
saved simulation progress point, aided by a transac-
tional record-keeping model.

• Secure Authentication
Authentication and security are enabled uniformly by
each component. At the highest level GEMS enforces
storage and access permissions on all files over mul-
tiple domains, while Condor and Chirp provide au-
thentication methods such as Globus credentials, host-
name, and Unix/AFS permissions [27].

• High Throughput Data Generation
Data intensive grid distributed simulation must ac-
knowledge practical bandwidth and centralized stor-
age limitations. The GEMS framework automatically
utilizes storage and computation locality information
minimizing both total and peak bandwidth consump-
tion. Computation producing new data is correlated
with distributed storage on or nearby the computation
host, allowing high throughput computation to pro-
duce high throughput data without concern for over-
loading centralized storage. This unique capability is
the key highlight in this phase of our PINS mapping to
biomolecular simulation.

• Cooperation and Dynamism
As resources in large scale computing are often owned
or managed by disparate groups, we enable resource
sharing and cooperation while respecting the authority
of the machine owner. This authority allows changes
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in the available resources that are uncontrollable by the
system as a whole. Operations within the system may
be represented as combinations of operation type, job
type, data sources, job location, and replica location.
These combinations are created dynamically by the job
scheduler and replica location system, enabling the ef-
fective use of uncontrolled remote resources.

4 Experimental Results

We first present baseline aggregate data generation mea-
sures demonstrating the requirement to handle bandwidth
and storage efficiently for high throughput computation of
variable resolution trajectories. Then we follow by showing
how our PINS framework is being successfully utilized to
study the PIN1 WW domain ARG12 path with PINS WW
domain sampling statistics.

4.1 Aggregate bandwidth

Our application requires both a transactional record-
keeping model and high peak output data bandwidth to keep
up with the large degree of parallelism obtained through
the distributed computational resources. For example, con-
sider the bandwidth usage recorded in Table 1 for an unsol-
vated WW domain. Clearly, high resolution results obtained
from multiple concurrent simulations will eventually over-
whelm a client machine employing a data staging method,
due to limits in the available network bandwidth and op-
erating system capabilities. Since our resource fabric con-
sists of widely distributed commodity hardware connected
by a general purpose, multiple use network, the a traditional
file staging architecture will not suffice. The PINS frame-
work removes bandwidth bottlenecks by harnessing the ad-
ditional bandwidth parallelism available in the network of
volunteer resources, and conserves bandwidth by employ-
ing data locality when available.

4.2 PINS statistics

We are incrementally executing 2000 molecular dynam-
ics simulations, where half of the simulations represent the
forward and reverse components of a single trajectory re-
spectively. This yields a total of 1000 attempted trajecto-
ries. Each simulation requires approximately 65 hours of
uninterrupted computation time on a Pentium 4 system. For
a homogeneous system of such machines this would yield a
total computation time estimate of 130,000 CPU hours. Uti-
lizing heterogeneous and autonomous resources yields sig-
nificant variance in the computation average as jobs run on
numerous architectures and are subject to resource eviction.
Each simulation was segmented into automatically restart-

ing segments such that the maximum computational over-
head from a single eviction was 2 hours.

The total storage requirement is estimated at 1000 MD
trajectories × 350 MB × 3 replicas2resulting in a storage
requirement of over 1TB. Each simulation is comprised of
7 input files and 8 output files. The output was broken into
100 segments for restart functionality yielding 2000 × 100
stored data records for a total of 2000 × 100 × 8 output
files, not counting the replicas.

The PINS framework enables this high throughput data
generation by reducing bandwidth consumption through the
efficient utilization of distributed storage. During simula-
tion the output data is stored and replicated across the dis-
tributed storage in a location aware manner. Storage is first
attempted on the compute host, the fall back option looks
for a storage host in the same domain, an finally any avail-
able storage host. For the initial storage of all simulations
we observe negligible bandwidth utilization as opposed to
an over network store of 350 GB for all 1.6 million files.
Subsequent distributed replication can be managed at off
peak times [28].

4.3 WWd Path Sampling

Initial trial trajectories suffered a low acceptance ratio of
less than 5% prompting an adjustment of the dihedral angle
order parameter specification and the random initial veloc-
ity generator. For subsequent trial trajectories we are expe-
riencing improved acceptances approaching 10% and con-
tinue to revise the trials for more efficient sampling. Figure
4 is a Ramachandran plot showing the conformations from
a 10 ps segment of a 1 ns trajectory. During this short seg-
ment a transition was captured betweens states A and B as
defined by the dihedral order parameters. The trajectory
generation phase will continue until a representative set of
at least 100 paths is collected.

Upon completion of the path sampling phase the path
ensemble will be heavily post processed in a second phase
of distributed computation to determine average thermody-
namic properties, transition points, and the calculation of
transition rates. The second phase analysis will also require
additional simulations to calculate free energy terms.

5 Related Work

There are multiple grid utilities and middleware compo-
nents which could be selected to build a PINS framework.
The efficiency with respect to how PINS enables computa-
tion, storage, and bandwidth utilization is highly dependent
on these components. We reference the following research

2GEMS asynchronously and dynamically obtains storage space and
creates file replicas to provide data survivability on uncontrolled resources
[26].
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Number of concurrent simulations
Output Resolution 64 128 256
1000fs 0.05 MB/s 0.1 MB/s 0.21 MB/s
100fs 0.53 MB/s 1.06 MB/s 2.12 MB/s
10fs 5.3 MB/s 10.6 MB/s 21.2 MB/s

Table 1. Output bandwidth observations for WW domain simulation. Output resolution represents
regularity of simulation state output with respect to the time step.

Figure 4. Ramachandran plot for a 10 ps seg-
ment of a 1 ns trajectory, capturing the tran-
sition between states A and B

projects with respect to their PINS relative function and or
application for biomolecular simulation.

The Storage Resource Broker (SRB) [16] allows for the
construction of unified data grids, from a variety of storage
systems. SRB provides multiple user-configurable replica-
tion techniques, with appropriate metadata managed in a
database [18].

The Globus [9] Replica Location Service (RLS) [5] pro-
vides the ability to map logical file names to physical file
locations. Systems built upon the RLS must manage user
metadata externally. Another Globus project, GASS [3],
exemplifies the data staging model of job submission, using
cache management strategies to reduce network bandwidth
consumption.

The GFARM project [21] addresses possible collocation
opportunities to enhance the I/O performance of a fully
POSIX capable grid distributed file system. To meet their
performance and scalability objectives, efficient replication
algorithms are employed to improve data preservation and
collocation over the wide (intercontinental) area.

While these these distributed architectures provide capa-
bilities suitable for use in a PINS framework, we chose to
implement PINS on top of the cited components based on
the following novel utilities. First is the minimal impact on
existing client applications, resources, and institutional au-
thentication as enabled by the Parrot/Chirp [22] system. In
addition, the Parrot interface design allows for a great deal
of flexibility running simulation scripts because of the loca-
tion independence and virtual file system that Parrot creates.
Second, GEMS allows for heterogeneous and flexible scal-
ability with no requirements for application recompilations,
root privileges, or kernel modifications. Further, the hybrid
architecture between a file database and a file system tar-
gets the core scientific tasks of data creation, analysis, and
archive browsing allowing for optimizations not feasible in
a full featured file system. Finally, Condor has a robust in-
terface for matchmaking and job eviction ideally suited for
a highly heterogeneous and autonomous set of compute re-
sources.

A storage system designed for the application area of
molecular dynamics is BioSimGrid [20]. Built upon the
provision for a unified format trajectory database, BioSim-
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Grid provides tools to perform analysis on its libraries of
simulation data. The software architecture combines a stan-
dard database with an underlying SRB storage system. The
primary differences between BioSimGrid and PINS are the
PINS distributed computation interface and resiliency in the
face of uncontrolled, volunteered resources, which subse-
quently drives a divergence in the grid distributed storage
design.
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